“My sisters, my daughters, my friends: find your voice.”
- Ellen Johnson Sirleaf, Former President of Liberia

IMPACT TALKS
PODCAST How to get Women in Power
WITH: Sandra Pepera, Director | NDI Women
Joey Boink, Director | Burden of Peace
Jennifer Geist, Education Consultant | Zeitgeist
Listen on Soundcloud →

IN FOCUS
Filmmaker Interview with Joey Boink
Director of Burden of Peace
Read here →

LET’S RAMA
Don’t miss BURDEN OF PEACE
The incredible story of Guatemala’s first female Attorney General, fighting crime and corruption in a country haunted by its past.
Streaming in April.
Watch here →

RE-IMAGINE EDUCATION
Help us give the gift of global education to schools around the world.
Here’s how →

SCREENINGS
HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH
ANITA: SPEAKING TRUTH TO POWER
Los Angeles, CA | May 1st
Get Tickets →

COVER PHOTO
THE OPPOSITION
By Hollie Fifer

ENJOY ON DEMAND
+ End Plastic Pollution
A PLASTIC OCEAN
by Craig Leeson
Watch here →

PARTNER SPOTLIGHT
National Democratic Institute
#NotTheCost: Stopping Violence Against Women in Politics
Join the Global Call to Action →
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